The 1989 #1 Pop Hit by MADONNA
and Featured in the Twentieth Century Fox Television Series GLEE

Like a Prayer

For SATB* and Piano with Optional Instrumental Accompaniment
Duration: ca. 4:00

Original GLEE Arrangement by ADAM ANDERS and TIM DAVIS
Adapted for publication by MARK BRYMER

Words and Music by PATRICK LEONARD and MADONNA CICCONE

Soulful Pop (\( \frac{3}{4} = 112 \))

Solo 1 (Female)

Life is a mystery. Ev’ry one must

Solo

Piano

* Available separately:
SATB, SAB, SSA, ShowTrax CD
Combo parts available as a digital download
(tpt 1-2, tsx, tbn, syn, gtr, b, dm)
halleonard.com/choral
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stand alone. I hear you call my name and it

feels like home.
Sop.

When you call my name it's like a little pray'r.

Alto.

I'm down on my knees, I wanna take you there.

Ter.

In the midnight hour I can feel your pow'r.

Bass

f play l.h. in absence of bass

D

A/C# F#m7 Bm/F#

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB
just like a pray'r. You know I'll take you...
Solo 3

I have no choice, I hear your voice, feels like flying.

Solo 4

It's like a dream, no end and no beginning.

LIKE A PRAYER - SATB
Solo 5

You're here with me, it's like a dream.

Let the choir sing.

When you call my name

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB
LIKE A PRAYER - SATB
I can feel your pow'r, just like a pray'r,

I can feel your pow'r, just like a pray'r.

take you there. Call my name,

You know I'll take you When you call my name

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB
like a little pray'r, down on my knees,

it's like a little pray'r. I'm down on my knees,

wanna take you there. Midnight hour

I wanna take you there. In the midnight hour

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB
I can feel your pow'r, just like a pray'r,
I can feel your pow'r, just like a pray'r.

Uh, take you there.
Uh,

You know I'll take you there.
Uh,

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB
LIKE A PRAYER - SATB
Like a Prayer

Call

Call my name and it

Feels like home. Just like a pray'r,

LIKE A PRAYER - SATB
uh, uh, uh, uh,

your voice can take me there.

Just like a muse to me.

uh, uh, uh, uh,

You are a mystery.

Just like a dream.
you are not what you seem. Just like a pray'r, no

Soloists trade off Gospel Style ad libs. through m. 82

choice, your voice can take me there. Just like a pray'r. I'll

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB
LIKE A PRAYER – SATB
LIKE A PRAYER – SATB
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call my name
and it

call my name
and it

E/G#  Bm/D  A/C#  D

feels like home!
Just like a pray'r,

feels like home!
Just like a pray'r,

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB
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like a pray'r, your

your voice can take me there... Just like a muse to me.

voice can take me there. Just

You are a mystery... Just like a dream.
LIKE A PRAYER - SATB
LIKE A PRAYER – SATB

like a pray'r, your

voice can take me there. Just

Unis.>

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB

like a pray'r, your

voice can take me there. Just like a dream,

Unis.>

E/F♯

F♯m

100

102

like a pray'r, your

voice can take me there. Just like a dream,

Unis.>

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB

voice can take me there. Just like a dream,
like a pray' r,

you are not what you seem. Just like a pray' r, no

e/g#  bm/d  a/c#  d

slight rit.

take me there!

slight rit.
div.

choice, your voice can take me there!

slight rit.
div.

a/e  e  f#m

LIKE A PRAYER – SATB